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lehrerhandbuch frQ: Substitute for breadcrumbs?
Our breadcrumbs get taken away so my family has
been using custard powder as a substitute. It works
fine, but I would love to know if there are other
alternatives. A: We used to use things like rice
cereal, then peanut butter, then chopped apples.
Then I learned it could be something as basic as
bacon bits to a simple powdered sugar or oatmeal
with powdered milk. Try these. Have fun. Added:
One downside that has come up about using the first
stuff I mentioned is that it tends to get stuck to the
pan when you pour the custard. So, after you pour it
and put the lid on, do this: After you remove it from
the heat, take a shallow spoon and while the custard
is still hot, pour it all over the custard and stir
around to get the bits of whatever you're using off. I
tried this with walnut pieces and it worked great.
The other downside is that when you put the lid
back on, the custard has a tendency to melt again.
Sometimes, I'd leave it on the stove until I realized it



was bubbling again. I would cook another cup or so
and then move it to the serving pan, and then pour
the last bit over the top. As to the second set of
suggestions, I'm not sure how well they'd work but
then again, the idea is the tastier than the product.
The present invention relates to a sound
reproducing device and method, and more
particularly to a sound reproducing device and
method which enables a user to listen to recorded
music, such as a broadcast, from one or more
speakers. Recent portable electronic apparatuses,
such as portable telephones and portable audio
players, have a stereo speaker or sub-speakers
which reproduce an acoustic signal or bass signal of
a music. The portable electronic apparatuses have
an internal speaker, or a built-in sub-speaker, which
is electr
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